MUS33: Introduction to Composition  
Theocharis Papatrechas, Instructor

Wednesday, March 11th, 2020 – 2:00 p.m.  
Conrad Prebys Music Center Recital Hall

Life in the Winter  
*for cello and piano*  
Joonsik (Andy) Kim  
Henry Helmuth, cello

AGlutiotSaarx  
*for alto saxophone and guitar*  
Sebastian Clark  
Hailey Myers, alto saxophone • Sebastian Clark, guitar

Skipping Stones  
*for two double basses*  
Charles Schultz  
Kathryn Schulmeister & Charles Schultz, double basses

Nostalgia  
*for violin and piano*  
Jillian Heller  
Jillian Heller, violin • Tino Tirado, piano

ok bet  
*for alto saxophone and piano*  
Roselle Martinez  
Roselle Martinez, alto saxophone • Yen Agusting, piano

Bingeing  
*for trumpet and viola*  
Jeffrey Xing  
Sophia DiGiovanni, trumpet • Colleen Weatherwax, viola

intermission

Mitosis  
*for electric guitar and piano*  
Shangshu (Mint) Shi  
Shangshu (Mint) Shi, electric guitar • Xiaochen (Jacob) Li, piano

Teacher to the Last  
*for tenor saxophone and piano*  
Tino Tirado  
Christian Gaytan, tenor saxophone • Tino Tirado, piano  
Dedicated to Morrie Schwartz and his philosophy
Mourning

Donald Liang

for clarinet and piano

Evan Lam, clarinet • Terry Feng, piano

Alive

Zhennuo (Juno) Wu

for violin and piano

Zhaoyue Xiang, violin • Terry Feng, piano

Hana’s Theme

Yibo Wei

for clarinet and piano

Yibo Wei, clarinet • Sophie Hao, piano

Unresolved

Milo Bougetz-Aulabach

for violin and piano

Kaylea Morrison, violin • Sophie Hao, piano

---
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